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ABSTRACT

In the frame of the actual utilization of the BR2
reactor (MOL, Belgium), the possibility to reduce the
enrichment of the fuel elements is examined. The program
of a test phase and the feasibility of the conversion are
analysed.

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BR2 REACTOR

BR2 is a heterogeneous thermal high flux materials testing reactor,
designed in 1957 for CEN/SCK by the Nuclear Development Corporation of
Airerica - White Plains - New York - USA (NDA). It has been built on the
site of the CEN/SCK laboratories at MOL, Belgium. Routine operation of the
reactor started in January 1963 and, to this day, continues to contribute
to the development of any large nuclear projects within the European
Community and also to carry out irradiations for countries throughout the
world (table 1, figure 1, references I and 2.

The reactor is cooled and moderated by pressurized light-,ater 12 bar)
in a compact core of highly enriched uranium positioned in and reflected by
a beryllium matrix. The ultimate cooling capacity, initially foreseen for
50 M, has been increased in 1971 to 125 M.

The beryllium matrix has 79 cylindrical holes in a hexagonal lattice
of 9644 cm pitch at the midplane, all channels have individual access
through holes in the top cover of the reactor vessel. Individual guide tubes
join the holes in the top cover with the holes in the matrix and thus create
79 individual reactor channels. There are 64 standard channels (O 84 mm),
10 small channels 50 mm) and large channels (O 200 mm). All chan-
nels can receive fuel elements, control rods, plugs or experiments, which
allows a great flexibility for a great variety of core arrangements. The
five 200 m channels and thirteen of the 84 mm standard channels have addi-
tional apertures through the bottom cover of the reactor vessel, which allows
through loop experiments.

The chain reaction is controlled by a number of cadmium-beryllium him-
safety rods Cd = 50/60 mm) and by a regulating rod (O Cd = 34/39 mm),
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which occupy matrix lattice positions and have electromechanical drives.
Each rod moves inside its own aluminium thimble, which allows them to be
placed in various positions, following the core arrangement.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BR2 FUEL ELEMENTS

The standard fuel elements loaded in the 84 mm diameter channels
(table 2 fig. 3 and 4 are assemblies of concentric plates or tubes of
about 84 mm outer diameter, each having a 762 mm fuel length. The water gap
between the plates is 3 mm wide, the plate thickness is 127 mm. A fuel
plate consists of a cermet mixture of fully enriched 93%) uranium and burn-
able poisons, aluminium-clad. A standard fuel element of the VIn type con-
tains six concentric plates and allows for an experimental space having a
diameter of 25.4 mm while a fuel element Vn type contains five concentric
plates of the same composition and allows for an experimental space of 34 L
Fig. 5 gives an example of a special BR2 fuel element loaded in a 200 nun

diameter channel.

Since 1972 (cycle 04/72), the standard fuel elements "Cermet G" VIn
type containing 400 g 31U 60 mg ... U/cm2' or 127 g U/cm�) in the form of
U Alx + 38 g boron (B4C) + 14 g samarium (SM203) have begun to replace
routinely the "Alloy A"Vln type fuel elements containi .ng.244 g 31U (36.8 mg
2 3 g U/ 3)

U/cm� or 078 cm in the form of U A14 without-burnable poisons,
which had been used from the beginning of reactor operation (5).

The increase of the uranium density, with addition of burnable poisons
in the fuel plates was necessary to get the irradiation conditions required
by many experiments conducted especially in the frame of fast reactor fuel
research and development programs 2 3 4 the specific advantages are
(fig. 6 to 9 
-increase of the reactor cycle length
-reduction of the number of fuel elements consumed per year, by increasing

the burn-upat elimination
-hard neutron spectrum 
-reduction of the antireactivity of the screened loops
-reduced motion of the shim rods during an operation cycle and therefore

more stable irradiation conditions.
The irradiation: haracteristics in the highly.burnt (----45%) cermet fuel
elements approach, as to the thernial-neutron flux, those obtained in the
former alloy fuel elements.

3. BR2 OPERATING CARACTERISTICS

3.1. General procedure

The nominal specific power, limited by the heat flux at the hot spot,
and the arrangement in the beryllium matrix of the fresh and partially burnt
fuel elements and of the control rods are chosen in order to attain com-
patibility between the specifications of the different experimental devices,
while still respecting safety limits specified by the Nuclear Safety
Authorities 6 7 .
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BR2 reactor load and core physics are managed according to the organ-
ization chart presented in table 3 The operational data are evaluated by
calculation and measurements 

- for each cycle, determination of the reactor load and of the expected
irradiation conditions and check of the safety criteria are performed by
means of the computer code GEXBR2 according to two methods of calculation
t..'Ie perturbation method based on experimental data and the integral trans-
port ethod tree energy groups, large cell). In addition, dosimetry and
reactivity measurements are carried out directly in BR2.

- the prediction of the irradiation characteristics for an experimental
device to be loaded into BR2 relies upon

, nuclear calculations performed by means of the -D neutron trans-
port co des DTF-IV and ANISN and of the 2-D neutron transport codes DOT 35

and DIA.IALNT for the calculation of neutron flux spectra and detailed relative
flux and reaction rate distribution, the neutron diffusion code TRIBU
(triangular mesh diffusion) being used for the two dimension calculations
w..-th burn-up option. Gamma heating calculations are also performed when
required

. measurements in the BRO2 reactor (zero power model of BR2) : reac-
t�.-Vity measurements and dosimetry in order to calibrate or/and to verify
the accuracy of the calculations

' analysis of the data provided by the instrumentation and the post-
irradiation examination of devices already under irradiation in BR2.

3.2. Main data

The present nominal heat flux at the hot spot is 470 W/CM2, the maxi-
MUM value allowed for nominal cooling conditions (probable onset of nucleate
boiling) is 600 W/cm' (fr table 4. The nominal full power depends on the
core configuration used at present, it ranges from 60 to 100 MW.

The maximum neutron fluxes are 

thermal conventional flux v,[n(E)j"e"'�= 1.1 10"n/cm's
in channoel HI filled with a Be plug

fast flux (E:;;-O.l MeV) (-V Mev P(E)dE = 71014 n/ cm s)0.1
in a fuel element channel

The core configuration 10, which is used at present, has been designed

to take into account the existing irradiation program within the central

channel HIa Cd screened sodium loop or a beryllium plug for radio-isotopes

production of high specific activity (Fig. 2. This configuration has been

optimized taking into consideration the reactivity worth of the control rods.

The reactivity worth of the control rods is the sum of the shut-down

It safety margin" and of the excess reactivity necessary to compensate for the

reactivity variations during normal operation of the load
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Safety margin 45
Consumption of 10% of 23-IU +13.9

Xenon-Samarium poisoning 45
Consumption of 23 of boron - 5.0
Consumption of initial samarium - 35
Xe-Sm transient after an intermediate

shut-down - 27

Total + 11 7

The "safety margin" takes into account
- an eventual ejection of a control rod or the erroneous addition of a fuel

element,
- the amount of antireactivity needed for safe shutdowns
- the possible reactivity gain by temperature diminution.

The reactor operation is carried out on the basis of an operating
cycle the present nominal cycle length isof 4 weeks and consists of 7
days shut-down for loading and unloading operations and normal maintenance
work, followed by 21 days of operation. In these conditions, the fuel
elements can be loaded at least 4 times to reach their average burn7u at
elimination 54 3 (maximum burn-up: 67% or 2 102'fission/cm�).

4. PRESENT USE OF HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM

As explained in reference 9 the present use in BR2 of highly en-
riched uranium is determined by the irradiation conditions required by the
experimental program. In the present circumstances (state-of-the-art fuel
technology no LEU fuel with the high density required to fulfil the BR2
operation conditions being available), BR2 has to continue to use highly
enriched uranium.

It should be noted that special safeguards measures are applied
- safe deposit of the fresh fuel elements, with permanent monitoring of the

access and special procedures for strong-cave opening 
- double fence around the BR2 installations with guard-house and military

patrol 
- restricted access to the BR2 area, only for authorized persons.

5. POSSIBILITY TO REDUCE THE FUEL ENRICHMENT

5.1. Preliminary remarks

The characteristics of the BR2 fuel elements and the core performances
have progressively been improved in the past in order to enlarge the irra-
diation possibilities and to reduce the fuel cycle cost. It should be
pointed out that the present situation is an optimized one therefore, any
modification has to be carefully analysed and justified.
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Vhen reducing fuel enrichment, the questions to be considered are the
following 

- reactor performance (available neutron flux and reactor cycle length)
- critical mass, reactivity consumption and control
- hot spot factor 
- technological availability of the new fuel elements
- behaviour under irradiation of the new fuel elements
- licencing procedure
- fuel cycle cost.

5.2. Means to reduce te fuel enrichment

A reduction of the fuel enrichment by changing the core arrangement
would not be significant or would not be feasible 
- the addition of fuel elements in reflector channels of the beryllium

natr 4X would practically not modify the radial neutron leakage (the gain
of reactivity would be small) moreover, these channels are required for
specific irradiation devices

- making the core more compact by displacement of the control rods from the
centre of the core to the periphery is not acceptable the efficiency of
the rods, acting as safety rods, would be strongly reduced so that the
shut-down safety margin would not meet the requirements furthermore, the
power peaking in the central channels would not be acceptable.

Increasing the uranium density in the meat of the fuel plates beyond
the present value of 13 g/cP and matching the 23SU content to maintain the
core reactivity lifetime has therefore to be considered. As the excess of
reactivity in the core is already minimized in the present operating condi-

2 3 t-Lons, the U quantity in a fuel element ay not be decreased. A further
increase would even be necessary to compensate for neutron absorption in

2 3 the supplementary U.

An important increase of the meat thickness, for example from the
present value of 0.508 mm to 1016 mm (factor 2, would require the suppres-
sion of one of the six tubes in standard fuel elements in order to maintain
a ;sufficient cooling. The total fuel plate area in the element would be
reduced by 20% and the heat flux should therefore be increased by the same
amount to keep the fission power unchanged. The maximum heat flux would
exceed the admissible limit of 600 W/Cm2which is presently authorized and
considered in the frame of new programs.

According to the nominal thermohydraulic conditions in BR2, the water
gal) between the fuel plates has to be ,,2.7 mm. Taking into consideration
the fabrication tolerances, the nominal water gap has been fixed at
3.0 ± 03 mm. A small increase of the meat thickness could be envisaged,
if the fabrication tolerances of the water gap can be reduced having in
mind possible deformations during the irradiation, and an acceptable
increase of the fabrication costs.
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5.3. Particular problems to be solved, when reducing

fuel enrichment

When reducing the fuel enrichment, among the problems to be solved, the
following are worthy of note 

5.3.1. Critical mass and reactivity consumption and control

The critical mass measured in the matrix of the reactor is
1423 ± 36 g 2U for a compact core of 6 alloy fuel elements with an outer
beryllium reflector 16). The moderator and fissile material atom concentra-
tion in a fuel cell loaded with a standard al -loy element type VIn con-
taining 244 g '23SU is 300 H/"'U this value is near the optimal value.
The increase of the fuel density in the present cermet fuel elements type VIn
containing 400 g 231U (183 H/231 U) has conduced to a very undermoderated
reactor in such a way that an increase of the uranium density cannot increase
proportionally the reactivity of the assemblies (fig. 10).

From 1972 on, he cycle length has ben increased by a simultaneous
addition of fuel and burnable poisons this addition has'increased the
epithermal spectrum index and reduced the thermal utilization factor. The
conversion from HEU at 93% to LEU at 2 % 23 5U requires an increase of 19%
of the 235U contained in a standard cermet G fuel element to compensate for
the neutron absorption in the supplementary 23 "Tj (10).Consequently, in order
to obtain an acceptable variation of reactivity as.a function of the burn-up,
a BR2 LEU standard fuel element type VIn (called has to contain about
480 g 235 U, this implies a density of 708 g U/Cm 3 with a meat thickness of
0.508 mm and the same quantity of burnable poisons as in a cermet G type.

The reactivity of absorbing devices is inversely proportional to the
amount of fissile material loaded. Therefore, the increase of the fuel
density lowers the reactivity worth of the control rods 20% for LEU fuel).
In order to maintain the same operating timeit i's intended to compensa .te for
the reduction of the reactivity worth of the control rods by addition of
mobile absorber devices (O Cd 15.5/23.4 mm) located in the central position
of standard fuel elements of type VIn, in so far as they are not occupied
by an experimental device.

5.3.2. Fast and thermal neutron flux in the core and in the reflector

The BR2 reactor is designed to produce high fast neutron fluxes and
high thermal neutron fluxes.

Since the fast neutron flux is proportional to the power produced, it
is only limited by the cooling capacity and the hot spot factor. The higher
quantity of 21 U and the compensating 231U Will increase neutron absorption
and consequently the microscopic hot spot factor. As the maximum allowed
heat flux is limited to 600 W/cm�, only a reduction of the microscopic hot
spot factor could be considered
- by a better location of the burnable poisons,
- by an operation of the reactor core in such a way that the position.of
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the control rods and absorber devices doesn't disturb the axial distribu-
ti-on of the thermal flux.

The feasibility of these envisaged solutions has to be checked carefully.

In a given core configuration, for the same power, if the fissile
material inventory increases, the thermal neutron flux decreases in the fuel
channels (it is inversely proportional to the amount of fissile material
i-oaced) and may be reduced significantly also in the flux traps and core ad-
jacent reflector cells filled with beryllium plugs. Consequently the in-
crease of the uel density will reduce the level of the thermal neutron flux
4r te fue-, cells and maybe in the reflector cells of the BR2 reactor. it
has to be checked if the use of highly burnt LEU fuel elements can restore
the hgh termal flux required, without reduction of reactivity excess and,
consequently, without reduction of the cycle length.

5.3.3. Technological aspects.

T"e use of LEU in BR2 demands the availability of fuel plates with
U/ 3a ngh fuel density (��7.1 LA ). As te tests under irradiation of

D11-1113�ates containing U3SI-Al wth a so high density are not yet satisfac-
tory, development work has to be continued (11).

In addition, the BR2 fuel elements consist of concentric tubes, each
made up of sectors. The sector plates are cylindrically curved. The curva-
ture must be realized with narrow tolerances in order to obtain the specified
cooling water gap. LEU high density fuel containing burnable poisons will
prDvoke technological difficulties still to be solved, especially if the
nieat thickness is increased, which would narrow the tolerance on the water
gal) thickness.

6. INVESTIGATION OF OPTIONS FOR CONVERTING BR2 FROM HEU TO LEU

6.1. Relations between the ERTR Program and BR2

Since 1978, CEN/SCK follows carefully the RERTR activities and has
offered its collaboration 12, 13, 14).

As encouraging results of irradiation tests on high density LEU fuel
miniplates become available, a joint study program will be initiated by the
Centre d'Etude de 1Energie Nucl6aire (CEN/SCK) and the Reduced Enrichment
Research and Test Reactor (RERTR) Program at the Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL), to investigate the options for converting the BR2 reactor from the
use of HEU fuel to the use of LEU fuel. The first phase of the program has
twc primary goals, analysis and fuel testing, which are to be pursued in
parallel (15).

6.2. Analytical activities

The analytical activities will caracterize each main option for con-
version in sufficient detail to make a decision possible on the irradiation
of full-sized prototype elements. Thermohydraulics and neutronics
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conditions in the BR2 will be studied with LEU for various fuel meat thick-
nesses (at least the present O.508 mm thickness and up to 07 mm thickness)
and various uranium densities in the fuel meat (between 48 and 72 g /crr?).
Other design variables, such as the selection and the location of burnable
poisons, will also be considered. For each option, the performance, safety
and economics implications will be assessed.

6.3. Fuel testing

The fuel testing activities in the first phase will concentrate on
testing in the BR2 full-sized LEU silicide plates inserted into normal BR2
HEU fuel elements. Four types of fuel plates are considered at present

Uranium Density Volume fraction
Fuel type g/Cm3 Wt% Si of dispersed phase

1) U3 Si2 4.8 7.3 0.43

2) U3SiL5 5.5 5.5 0.43

3) U3Si 4.8 4.o 0.33

4) U3Si 5.5 4.o 0.38

It is intended that each of the currently established fuel fabricators
(CERCA, NUKEM and B&W) will fabricate three plates of each type 12 plates
from each fabricator) and will assemble them in element rings. The twelve
resulting rings (four rings from each of the three fabricators) will be in-
serted in six normal BR2 elements, which will be irradiated until a maximum

burn-up closew 75% of the initially contained 2 3 U atoms has been reached.

This proposal has still to be carefully evaluated to be sure that the
mixture of LEU and HEU plates in a fuel element will not induce problems
related to this mixture and not to the LEU plates in a homogeneous LEU fuel
element.

In a later phase, when high fuel density (-7g U/cu?) LEU fuel will be
available, similar tests will be carried out on BR2 full-sized plates con-
taining this kind of fuel.

Testing of BR2 full-sized LEU plates will be undertaken after success-
full irradiation of miniplates in other reactors. It has to be evaluated
if irradiation, before testing complete prototype BR2 LEU fuel elements, of
full-sized LEU plates inserted in BR2 HEU fuel elements is a necessary step
to enable the fuel fabricators to improve their fabrication techniques
taking into account the special geometry of the BR2 fuel elements. Various
parameters such as meat composition, meat thickness, cladding quality and.
other design characteristics may have to be investigated.

6.4. Conversion program

The BR2 reactor has already changed several times its fuel element type
in the past: modification of assembly procedure of the alloy type fuel
elements (1), conversion from alloy to cermet with burnable poisons (5),
utilization of ATR type 200 mm fuel elements 3 4)
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The conversion from HEU to LEU fuel has to follow the same procedure,
which consists of 
1) Safety analysis and first approval by the Safety Authorities.
2) Fabrication tests (the prototype fuel elements don't necessarily support

all destructive or hydraulic tests).
3) Check in the BRO2 reactor of the irradiation conditions with 12 fresh

prototype fuel elements of the new type 
- reactivity measurements in a small core and in a large one in compa-

rison with present standard fuel elements 
- available thermal, epithermal and fast neutron flux in the axis of a

fuel element and in the neighbouring reflector cell
- determination of the hot spot factor.

4.) Intermediate approval by the Safety Authorities.
5.) Check of the 12 prototype fuel elements in BR2 during normal operation

of the reactor up to high burn7up (neutron flux available, reactivity,
behaviour under irradiation).

6) Analysis of the test results performance, safety and economic impli-
cations being assessed).

7:) Final approval by the Safety Authorities.
8'j Routine operation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In the present circumstances (the BR2 experimental program and the state-
of-the-art fuel technology), the BR2 reactor has still to use highly en-

riched uranium 90 ... 93% ... U).

The hydraulic loop of the BR2 reactor cannot be modified only marginal
modifications of the fuel element geometry may be considered, inside the
tolerances admitted.

As the BR2 reactor is very undermoderated, the reduction of the fuel

enrichment leads to an important increase of the fuel density to compensate
not only for the enrichment-reduction but also for the increased neutron
absorption in 28U. More specifically, for the BR2 reactor, with LEU fuel

20% 2 3 U enrichment), the fuel plates have to contain 72 Mg 235U/Cm2

which corresponds to a fuel density of 708 g U/Cm3 for an unmodified meat
thickness of 0.508 mm.

The Belgian Nuclear Centre (CEN/SCK) being the operator of the BR2

materials testing reactor, is willing to cooperate in the RERTR program to

reduce enrichment of the fuel used in materials testing reactors, when it is
technologically and economically feasible and if the capability of the
reactor to fulfil its irradiation program is only marginally modified.

As the RERTR program is progressing to the fuel density region of
7.1 g U/cm�, an agreement of cooperation between the CEN/SCK and the
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ANL/RERTR program has been proposed in August 1984 to assess the performance,
safety and economics implications of the use of high density LEU fuel in the
BR2 reactor.
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Table 1. BR2 main data

beginning of utilization 1963

Maximum heat flux

nominal 470 W/cm'

admissible 600 W/cm'

Nominal power 60 to 100 MW

Maximum neutron flux

thermal v. [n(E)j 1.1 x 10'5n/ CM2 0

fast (E�:-O.l MeV) 7 x 10"'n/ctrs

Irradiation positions up to 100

Fissile charge at start of cycle 10 to 13 kg 13SU

Cycle of 4 weeks

7 days shut-down

21 days operation

Days operation per year 200 to 270

Table 2 BR2 fuel element standard type VIn

Present design.

Number of concentric fuel tubes 6

Outer dimensions

diameter 84 mm

length 1540 mm

Fuel tube

wall thickness 1.27 mm

core 0.508 mm

aluminum cladding 0.381 mm

Water gap between fuel plates 3.0 ± 03 mm

2 3 U content per element 400 g

Fuel enrichment 90 - 93 3U

2 3 U content per unit area of a fuel tube 60 mg/cm'

Uranium concentration in meat 37 wt %

Uranium density in meat 1.3 g/cm3

Burnable poison content per element

B (in the form of B0 3.8 g

Sm (in the form of S2O3) 1.4 g
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BR2 Reactor load and core physics management Table 3
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Table 4 Chemistry conditions and operation characteristics
of the primary circuit of BR2.

routine limit

conductivity cTrr') < < 3

pH 6 ± 0.5 5.5 to 7

oxygen dissolved pg/1) 50 (pool)

Al <10" <lop

Fe <10 < 2'

Cu <10 <10

Co <10�r <10�'

Ni <20�1 <20�

mg < 2 < 3

Ba < 2 < 2*

Be < < 2

Hg < 1* < 

hot spot (W/cm�) 470 600

Velocity of the cooling water (m/s) 10 10.4

Pressure drop over a fuel element-(bar) 1.96 2.1

Absolute dynamic pressure at midplane (bar) 10.6:ho.6 12.6±0.6

Maximum temperature at hot spot (C) 168 195

Inlet temperature (C) 40 50

lower limit of detection

Note that the routine chemistry conditions are reached after 3 days of

operation, because the primary circuit is in connection with the pool

circuit during the shut-down.
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Fig. 1. General view of the BR2 reactor.
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